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Nursing Home Abuse

You or a loved one deserve to be safe and free from injury or abuse while

utilizing the care of a nursing home or assisted living facility. If the facility

or staff have caused you or a loved one to suffer from nursing home

neglect, abuse or malpractice, including falls, personal injury, malnutrition,

bedsores and infections, and even emotional and physical abuse, then an

experienced Nursing Home Abuse attorney can help you seek justice and

compensation.
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NURSING HOME ABUSE: RB LAW
Many elderly and sick people often spend a good portion of their final years in nursing homes and

assisted living facilities and we understand your loved ones and family members may need the

help and care of a nursing home or assisted living facility. While these facilities are highly

regulated, Illinois often lacks the resources to monitor homes for infractions, leaving it up to

relatives and friends of loved ones to report signs of negligence and to advocate on behalf of

their loved ones to supplement the regulation the State often fails to provide.

Experienced nursing home abuse lawyers
Romanucci & Blandin handles a full range of nursing home neglect, abuse and malpractice cases,

including cases related to falls, personal injury, neglect & malnutrition, bedsores and infections,

and emotional and physical abuse, and even elder abuse or sexual abuse. Nursing home residents

and assisted living residents have rights and deserve to be safe from abuse, mistreatment or

negligence from the staff or facility. We have experienced personal injury attorneys with

extensive experience in this area of the law and have proudly won cases on behalf of our clients.

If you or your loved one or family member is the victim of a nursing home abuse, injury, accident

or negligence, let us hear from you. We will quickly assess the matter to determine if you have a

potential cause of action and work to ensure you bring your case within the proper statute of

limitations. Our officer offers a free evaluation of your case. You pay nothing unless we win your

case in a court of law or through settlement.
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Nursing home negligence and abuse attorneys serving Cook County, DuPage
County and all of Illinois
The following is a list of the types of nursing home abuse and neglect cases we handle for our clients: 

■ Neglect

■ Malnutrition or dehydration

■ Unsanitary surroundings

■ Verbal or emotional abuse

■ Inadequate exercise

■ Physical or sexual abuse

■ Lawsuits against assisted living facilities

■ Violence

■ Decubitus ulcers

■ Bed sores

■ Falls

■ Choking

■ Financial exploitation and financial abuse

■ Medication errors

■ Sepsis

■ Wandering and Elopement

■ Physical or Chemical Restraints

■ Burn Injuries

■ Clogged Breathing Tube

At Romanucci & Blandin, the skilled nursing home neglect and abuse attorneys have experience handling negligence and abuse cases

stemming from injury and abuse of elders, injured and loved ones at nursing home facilities or long-term care facilities. The nursing home

and assisted living staff members must be held responsible when they violate standards or care or cause abuse and personal injury, or even

wrongful death, to others. Laws have been created to protect from such injury and to allow for recovery when it happens. Whether is weight

loss, bed sores, or broken bones, we are here to discuss the warning signs of elder abuse and nursing home negligence. Your loved one

deserves the right to be safe and if that trust is violated and your loved one is injured, they deserve justice and the responsible parties should

be held accountable.

 

Free consultation with Chicago-based nursing home abuse
lawyers
The nursing home abuse attorneys at Romanucci & Blandin have proven success in these types of cases. If you or a loved one has suffered

injury or wrongful death, please contact our office at info@rblaw.net, 312-458-1000 or click here for a free evaluation of your case. There

is never a fee until you are compensated for your injuries at the end of the case.
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Disclaimer: The content found on this page is not legal assistance and contacting the nursing home abuse lawyers at Romanucci & Blandin’s law office

for a free consultation regarding personal injury cases and nursing home abuse claims does not constitute an attorney-client relationship. 

Experience
$1,200,000 Settlement - Home Care Negligence
 

$861,725 Settlement – Nursing Home Negligence
 

$750,000 Settlement – Nursing Home Negligence
 

$500,000 Verdict – Nursing Home Liability
 

$325,000 Settlement – Nursing Home Negligence
 

Press Releases
Romanucci & Blandin founding partners honored by multiple Leading Lawyers Top 10 lists

August 29, 2022
 

$1.2 Million settlement for family of 83-year-old who died while supervised by in-home care provider

November 18, 2021
 

Romanucci & Blandin, LLC Challenges Ill. Governor-Elect Rauner on Nursing Home Care Reform

November 20, 2014
 

Blog Posts
The Nursing Home Shell Game Where Injured Patients Pay the Price

Romanucci & Blandin Blog, February 23, 2021
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